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Abstract 

Meyer. AS., 1992. Investigation of phonological rnooding through speech error analyses: Achieve- 
ments. !imitations. and alternatives. Cognition, 42: 181-211. 

Phonological encoding in language production can be defined as a set of processes 
generating utterance forms on the basis of semantic and syntmtic information. Most 
evidence about these processes stems from analyses of sound errors. In section 1 of 
this paper, certain important results of &se ana!yses are revkwed. Two prominent 
models of phonological encoding, which are mainly based on speech ewtu 
evidence, are discussed in section Z. in section 3, lbnitations of speech error 
analyses are discussed. and it k argued that detailed and comprehensive mod& of 
phonological encoding cannot be derived solely on tk basis of error anulyses. As is 
argued in section 4. a new research strategy is required. instead of using the 
properties of errors to draw inferences about the gencratton of correct word fonnr, 
future research should direct+ investigate the normal process of phonologi& 
encoding. 

introduction 

The formulation of an utterance can be broken down into two components, 
namely the generation of the meaning and syntactic structure of the utterance on 
the one hand, and the creation of its form on the other hand (see, for example, 
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Butterworth. 1980, 1989; Fay & Cutler, 1977; Fromkin, 1971; Garrett, 1976, 1982, 
1988; Kempen & Huijbers, 1983; Levelt. 1989). The present paper is concerned 
with the second of these components, which will be called phonological encoding. 
Phonological encoding is defined as the set of processes creating the form of an 
utterance on the basis of syntactic and semantic information. It includes the 
retrieval of stored word forms from the mental lexicon, the determination of the 
rhythmical structure and intonation contour of the utterance, and the creation of a 
phonetic representation, which is taken to be the input to the articulatory 
component. 

The available evidence about phonological encoding stems mainly from ana- 
lyses of sound errors. Naturally, there is considerable variation in the results of 
analyses performed by different researchers on different corpora and in different 
languages. However, there are certain core properties of sound errors that have 
been discovered in many corpora. The discussion of the error evidence in section 
1 will focus on these regularities and their interpretation (for more comprehensive 
reviews of the findings see, for instance, Levelt, 1989. or Shattuck-Hufnagel, 
1983, 1987). In section 2, two prominent models of phonological encoding will be 
described, which are largely based on speech error evidence, namely Shattuck- 
Hufnagel’s scan-copier (Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1979, 1983. 1987) and Dell’s spread- 
ing activation model (Dell, 1986. 1988). 

In section 3, it will be shown that in spite of the large number of error analyses 
that have been carried out, it has not been possible to characterize in detail which 
form representations speakers create or how they create them. It is, for instance, 
still unknown, whether speakers create a single phonological representation for 
each word or several representations, and what the planning units are out of 
which these representations are constructed. In addition, contrary to what has 
often been maintained, sound errors only provide very limited evidence about the 
process of phonological encoding. 

There are a number of methodological reasons for the fact that error analyses 
have onIy been partially successful. It is, for instance, difficult to establish exactly 
how often different types of errors arise because they differ in how likely they are 
to be detected by listeners and because many errors can be classified in several 
ways. However, as will be shown, even if these problems are minimized, speech 
error analyses can still not provide more than a global characterization of 
phonological encoding. 

It appears that in order to gain a better understanding of phonological 
encoding, a new research strategy should be adopted. So far. most researchers 
have taken a highly data-driven approach, working up from properties of errors co 
explanations of the generation of error-free speech. A more fruitful strategy for 
future research might be to start from a working model of correct phonological 
encoding, to derive new hypotheses about the generation of lmrrect speech from 
the model, and to devise methods to test them empirically. How such a working 
model could be attained and tested is discussed in section 4. 



1. Evidence from sound errors 

Sound errors are utterances that deviate from the speaker’s intention in the 
placement or identity of one or more phonological segments not corresponding to 
a complete morpheme of the target utterance (see (1) to (7)). Some sound errors, 
such as (1) and (2). are most naturally described as exchanges of segments or 
segment clusters. Examples (3) and (4) can be analysed as incomplete exchanges. 
In (3). which is a sound anticipation, [I] replaces [r) and is repeated in its target 
position. In (4). which is a perseveration. [gl appears in its target position and 
replaces the onset of the following word. In all of these errors, the sounds of 
words are ordered incorrectly. taking positions that were meant for other sounds. 
In addition to such ordering errors. there are so-called non-contextual errors. 
which cannot be explained by reference to the immediate utterance context. Some 
sound substitutions (such as (5)) and many additions (such as (6)) and deletions 
(such as (7)) belong to this category.’ 

( 1) heft hemisphere (left hemisphere) 
(2) fleaky squoor (squeaky floor) 
(3) a leading list (a reading list) 
(4) gave the goy (gave the boy) 
(5) a transgormational rule (a transformational rule) 
(6) enjoyding ic (enjoying it) 
(7) split bain (split brain) 

A large number of analyses of sound errors have been carried out. Two general 
questions have guided most of these analyses, namely. ftrst. how the speakers’ 
representations of word forms can be characterized and. second. how these 
representations are retrieved or constructed. in this section, i wil1 review what 
sound errors reveal concerning these issues. 

An important property of sound errors is that they are almost always phoneti- 
cally well formed (e.g., Boomer & Laver. 1968; Wells. 1951) Errors rarely #ld 
illegal sound sequences, and misplaced sounds are usually phonetically aceomrrto- 
dated to their new environment, or the environment is accommodated to the 
intruding sound following the rules of the language in question (Berg. 19g7; 
Fromkin, 197I. 1973; Garrett. 1976, 1980; Stemberger, 1983a. 1985a). For in- 
stance, when an English stop consonant moves from a word-initial to a word- 

internal position or vice versa, it loses or acquires aspiration, as appropriate for its 
new environment (Fromkin. 1973). When a syllable-final voiced consonant is 
replaced by a voiceless one or. vice versa. the length of the preceding vowel is 
adjusted accordingly (Shattuck-Hufnagel. 1985a). To give a final example, when. 
as in (8). the first segment of a noun changes from vowel to consonant or vice 
versa, the preceding article is modified accordingly. 

‘Unless indicated otherwise. the errors stem from the Appendix ta Fromkin ( 1973). 
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(8) u meeting arathon (an eating marathon) 

Linguistic theory distinguishes between a fairly abstract phonological representa- 
tion of a word and a more detailed phonetic representation (e.g., Browman & 
Goldstein, 1986; Chomsky & Halle, 1968; Mohanan, 1986). The phonetic well- 
formedness of sound errors shows that they arise before the phonetic form of the 
utterance is created and before illegal sound sequences are edited out or changed 
(but see Stemberger, 1985a). Thus, speakers apparently consttuct both phonologi- 
cal and phonetic representations of utterances; and most sound errors arise 
during, and provide evidence about, the creation of the former representation. 

It should be noted that not all sound errors are phonetically well formed. 
Ill-formed sequences regularly occur in tongue-twister experiments (Butterworth 
& Whittaker, 19x0), and also, at least occasionally, in spontaneous speech 
(Buckingham & Yule, 1987; Fromkin, 1973; Hackett, 2%7; Stemberger, 1983a). 
A possible reason why they appear to be so rare is that listeners often fail to 
notice violations of phonetic rules (see, for instance, Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 
1978, or Warren, 1970, for experimental results supporting this supposition; see 
also Cutler, 1981). The occurrence of phonetically ill-formed errors can either be 
explained by assuming that these errors arise at the phonological level, but that 
the processes that modify or delete ill-formed sequences have failed to apply, ot 
that they arise during later planning processes. 

The mere fact that sound errors regularly occur allows for an important 
conclusion about the process of phonological encoding. Apparently, word forms 
ate not retrieved from the mental lexicon as fully specified units, but are 
constructed by selecting and combining certain sublexical units. If they were 
retrieved as single entities having no internal structure, errors involving parts of 
words could not arise, 

The units out of which phonological representations are created can be 
determined by classifying the error units, that is, the sounds and sound sequences 
by which errors deviate from intended utterances. The most frequent error units 
Lre single segments, accounting for 6040% of the errors. Another large class of 
error units, appearing in approximately lO-30% of the errors, are sequences of 
two adjacent segments, either two consonants, or a vowel and a consonant (see, 
for instance, Berg, 1985, 1988; Boomer & Laver, 1968; Fromkin, 1971; 
Nooteboom, 1969; Shattuck-Huftiagel, 1983; Shattuck-Hufnagel & Klatt, 1979). 
Thus, Word forms are apparently composed O;J? of phonological segments and 
possibly certain segment sequences.’ 

*A number of studies have investigated whether some segments are more likely to be involved in 
errors than others, and whether certain classes of segments are “weak”, that is, replxed more often 
than repfacing others, while other classes are “strong”, that is. replace other segments more often than 
being replaced. Though the evidence is not entirely clear. there do not seem to be any particularly 
error-prone, or strong or weak segments (e.g., Shattuck-Hufnagel % Natt. 1979). In a speech error 
elicitation experiment, Levitt and Healy (1985) observed that high-frequency segments were more 
iikely to replace low-frequency segments than the reversr. 
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Apparently. the representations of word forms capture not only which seg- 
ments, but also which phonological features the words include. Evidence for the 
representation of phonological features comes from two sources. First, there are 
errors like (9) that are best described as movements of individual features. Such 
feature errors are not observed very frequently; probably less than 5% of all 
sound errors are feature errors (e.g., Be@, 1985; Fromkin, 1973; Shattuck- 
HufnageI, 1983; Shattuck-Hufnagel & Klatt, 1979), but they occur often enough 
to require an explanation. Second, interacting segments in sound errors show a 
strong tendency to share more features than expected on the basis of a chance 
estimate (Fromkin, 1971; Garcia-Albea et al., 1989; Garrett, 1975; Nooteboom. 
1969). In most sound errors, the displaced and displacing segments differ by only 
one feature. This phonemic similarity effect is observed in interactions of conson- 
ants as well as in interactions of vowels. The features shared most frequently by 
interacting consonants are manner and voice (see Berg, 1985; Kupin, 1982; 
MacKay, 1970; Nooteboom, 1969; Shattuck-Hufnagel & Klatt, 1979). In vowel 
errors the feature tense is more likely to be shared than backness (Shattuck- 
Hufnagel, 1986). The fact that vowels almost always interact with vowels and 
consonants with consonants (e.g., Fromkin, 1971; Garrett, 1975; MacKay, 1970) 
can also be seen as an instance of the general tendency of errors to involve similar 
segments, though there are other accounts for this finding (see l.~low).~ 

(9) glear plue sky (clear blue sky) 

Recently, it has been argued that sound errors involve smaller planning units than 
segments or features. Using electromyography, Mowrey and Mac&y (1930) 
traced the motor activity during the production of tongue-twisters. As expected, 
they found some variation in the motor patterns associated with different 
realizations of one and the same correct utterance. However, there was much 
more variability in the patterns associated with errors. For instance, analyses of 
deletions of [I] in “Bob flew by Bligh Bay” showed that in most cases there were 
still traces of the motor activity associated with [t] at the moment when it should 
have been pronounced. Similarly, in most [II-additions, stronger or weaker traces 
of the motor activity typically associated with fl] were registered, but not the full 
activity pattern. Thus, at the motor level sound errors do not seem to be 
all-or-none, but graded events. 

One interpretation of these findings is that the error units are phonological 
segments, as has traditionally been assumed, and that the competition of 

‘The phonemic similarity effect is one of a number of similarity biases in swnd errors. Another 
similarity bias is the repeated phoneme effect. Two segments that are foliowed or & by 
identical segments are far more likely to interact with each other thart two segments that are followed 
or preceded by different segments (see. for example. MacKay. IWO). This effect has been found for 
vowel and consonant errors. It is strong-t where identical segments are direct neighbours of the 
interacting segments. but it is alsa obtained from more remote identical segments (Deil. 1984: 
Shattuck-Hufnagel. 1986; Stemberger, 1990). 
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phonologicat forms affects the planning at subsequent levels using smaller plan- 
ning units. An alternative hypothesis. favoured by Mowrey and MacKay, is that 
sound errors do not arise at the phonological level, but at a lower planning level, 
and that they are not transpositions of complete segments or features, but of units 
controlling small sets of motor units. On this account, the main reason why sound 
errors usually appear to bc segmental errors is that the articulatory irregularities 
that can be discovered by means of electromyography are not noticed by listeners. 
On the basis of the available data it is not possible to decide between these 
hypotheses. 

In addition to the segmental and subsegmental structure, the word forms 
speakers create also capture the syllabic structure of the words. Complete syllables 
rarely function as error units, probably in less than 5% of all sound errors (e.g., 
Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1983), but there is evidence from a number of other sources 
to support the representation of syllabic structure. First, when error units com- 
prise two or more segments, these segments practically always belong to the same 
syllabic. There are no errors in which the error unit includes the last segment of 
one syllable and the first segment of the next syllable. Moreover, the segments of 
complex error units usually belong to the same syllable constiruenr. A syllable can 
be divided into an onset, which comprises the pre-vocalic segments, and a rhyme, 
which includes the remaining segments. The rhyme can further be divided into a 
vocalic nucleus and a post-vocalic coda. By far the most common complex error 
units are onset clusters (see (lo)), but complex nuclei (see (11) and (12)) are also 
regularIy found. Second, the segments constituting complex syliabie constituents 
of the target words typically stay together in errors. There are errors, such as 
(13)-(E), in which only one segment of an onset cluster or a complex nucleus is 
displaced (see Stemberger. 1983b; Stembcrger & Trciman, 1986). but such cases 
are less frequent than replacements of complete complex constituents (Shattuck- 
Hufnagel, 1983, 1986; but see Kubozono, 1989, for counter-evidence from Japan- 
ese errors). Occasionally, errors are observed in which the error unit includes 
nucleus and coda (i.e., the rhyme), or onset and nucleus of a syllable 
(Nooteboom, 1%9; Shattuck-Hufnagel. 1983). By contrast, there are no errors in 
which two segments belonging to different complex syllable constituents form an 
error unit. For example, the second consonant of an onsct cluster and the 
following vowel never form an error unit (for other evidence on the psychological 
reality of syllable constituents see Fowler, 1987; Treiman, 1983, 1984. 1986). 

(10) sloat fhritter (throat slitter) 
(11) serp is souved (soup is served j 
( 12) ho blairer (hair blower) (from Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1986) 
(13) sprive for perfection (strive for perfection) 
(14) cam - corn cobs (from Stembcrger. 1983b) 
(15) they [muy] - they may be moving (from Steal&get, 1983b) 
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Additional evidence for the coherence of syllable constituents in errors stems 
from analyses of word blends and haplologies. Word blends are combinations of 
words, which are typically related in meaning (see (l6)-( 18)). MacKay (1972) 
found that in blends of polysyllabic words the breakpoint tends to fall between 
rather than within syllables (see (16)). If breaks occur within syllables, they tend 
to fall between syllable constituents, most often between the onset and the rhyme, 
as in (17). By contrast, errors like (18). in which the segments of a single onset 
cluster are separated from each other, are rare. 

( 16) recollect (recognize/reRect) 
(17) Irvine is quite clear (close/near) 
(18) what shromkin said (she/Fromkin) 

Haplologies are errors in which parts of intended utterances are missing (see 
(19)-(22)). As Crompton (1982) has pointed out, the missing part usually 
corresponds to one or more complete syllables (as in (19)) or syllable constituents 
(as in (20) and (21)). However, a complex syllable constituent does not function 
as a unit in all deletion errors. In some errors, such as (22) only one segment of a 
complex constituent is missing (see Stemberger & Treiman, 1986). 

( 19) tremenly (tremendously) 
(20) shrig souffle (shrimp and egg souffle) 
(21) it is too dailed (detailed) 
(22) below the gottis (glottis) 

Another piece of evidence for the representation of syllabic structure is a 
positional constraint on complete and incomplete sound exchanges (see examples 
(23j,-(25)). described by Boomer a;ld Laver (1968) in the following way: 

Segmental slips obey a structural law with regard to syllable-place; that 
is, initial segments in the origin syllable replace initial segments in the 
target syllable, nuclear replace nuclear, and final replace final. (p. 7) 

(23) mell wade (well made) 
(24) brtd begs (bed bugs) 
(25) god to seen (gone to seed) 

This syllable-position constraint is observed in the majority of sound errors in the 
English, German, Spanish. and Dutch corpora that have been arudysed (Fromkin, 
1971, 1973; Garcia-Albea et al., 1989; MacKay, 1970; Motley. 1973; Nooteboom 
1969; Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1983, 1987; Stemberger. 1982; but see Abd-El-Jawad & 
Abu-Salim, 1987, on Arabic and Kubozono, 1989, on Japanese errors). The 
description of certain errors as sound exchanges implies that the segments’ 
positions are specified independently of the segmenu themselves (see also Fry, 
1%9; Garrett, 1975). If there were no independently defined positions, one would 
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expect that each of the two displaced segments could be inserted anywhere in the 
utterance, independently of the position of the other displaced segment. instead. 
each segment is confined to the position vacated by the other segment involved in 
the exchange. An explanation for the observation that the interacting segments 
usually stem from cotresponding syllable constituents is that the positions to 
which segments are assigned correspond to syllable constituents, and that each 
segment is marked as eligible for association to one type of syllable constituent 
(e.g., Baars & Motley, 1976). Accordingly, most models of phonological encoding 
assume that during the creation of word forms a set of phonoiogical segments is 
retrieved, syllable frames are created, whose positions correspond to syllable 
constituents, and the segments are associated to the syllable constituents. 

Recently, however, Shattuck-Hufnagel (1985b, 1987. this volume) has pointed 
out that most evidence for the positional constraint stems from errors involving 
wori; uusets. Shattuck-Hufnagel (1987) found that 66% of all consonant errors in 
her corpus occurred in word-onset position, whereas only 33% of all consonants in 
normal adult speech appear word-initially. The preference for word-onset posi- 
tions was more pronounced for ordering errors (i.e., sound anticipations, perseve- 
rations, and exchanges) than for non-contextual errors; 82% of the misorderings 
and 43% of the non-coutextual errors occurred in word-onset position. In most 
ordering errors, the interacting segments or clusters both stem from a word-onset 
position (Shattuck-Hufnagel, this volume; see also Fromkin, lY77; Garrett, 1975, 
1980; but see Garcia-Albea et al., 1989, for counter-evidence from Spanish 
errors). Thus, the segments of a word onset have a higher error rate than 
segments of other word positions, and they prefer to interact with each other 
rather than with word-internal or word-final segments. In analyses of hearing 
errors, it has been found that the edges of words, especially the beginnings, are 
perceived more accurately than the middle parts (Browman, 1978; Games & 
Bond, 1980; see Cohen, 1980, for the results of a shadowing study). Thus. errors 
in word onsets are probab!y more likely to be detected than errors in other word 
positions, but given the magnitude of the word-onset effect it is unlikely to be due 
exclusively to a listener bias.4 

Shattuck-Hufnagel’s analysis raises the question of whether it is necessary to 

assume both a word-based and a syllable-based constraint, or whether the 
movemel. .s of segments can be captured by reference to word position alone. 
Evidence bearing on this issue could come from errors involving word-internal 
and word-final segments. However, as such errors are scarce, there is little 
information about error rates and preferred interactions. It has been claimed that 
syllable onsets are store error prone than codas (e.g.. MacKay. 19X), but it is 

‘What makes the word-onset effect particularly intriguing 1% that in SOUIG errors word onsets are 
particularly vulnerable, whereas in malapropisms and TOT states they are mare likely 10 be correct 
than segments in other *vord positions (e.g., Browman, 1978; BEJWU & McNeill, 1966; Fay & Cutler, 
1977; Rubin, 1975). 



uncertain whether this still holds once word onsets are excluded from analysis. An 
important observation is that vowek usually interact with other vowels and 
consonants with other consonants (see, for instance, Fromkin, 1971; Garren, 
1975; MacKay, 1970). This tendency can be explained by reference to syllable 
frames, in which the positions for onsets, nuclei, and codas are marked. However, 
it also suffices to assume the existence of frames that do not represent syllables, 
but include positions reserved for vowels and positions reserved for consonants 
(see Stemberger, 1990). This confine? voiircls and consonants to vocalic and 
consonantal positions, respectively, but it does not rule out interactions between 
onset and coda segments. A third possibility is to attribute the tendency of vowels 
and consonants to interact with segments of the same class to the general 
preference of segments to interact with phonologically similar rather than with 
dissimilar segments. No counts seem to be available of how often word-internal 
and word-finai consonants move from their target positions to corresponding 
positions in new syllables, or how often they assume different syllable positions. If 
there is no syllable-position constraint, but only a word-onset constraint, frames 
could be postulated that include one distinguished position, the word onset, 
followed by an undifferentiated set of positions for the remaining segments of the 
word, or possibly by a sequence of consonantal and vocalic positions. Given 
frames divided into onset and “remainder” , -it would not be necessary to assume 
the existence of syllable frames. 

In considering this hypothesis, however, other evidence should be taken into 
account. One relevant observation has already been discussed above, namely the 
tendency of complex syllable constituents to function as units in errors. Unfortu- 
nately, this evidence, like the evidence concerning the positional cons&a& stems 
largely from errors involving word or~sets. Another observation supporting the 
assumption of syllable frames is that sound errors are qstematieally affected by 
the stress pattern of the words in which they appear. Two trends can be 
distinguished. First, segments of stressed syllables are more likely to be in4ved 
in errors than segments of unstressed syilables.5 Second, a segment prefers to 
move from its target syllable to a syllable with the same stress valw rather than to 
a syllable with a different stress value; that is, a segment from a stressed syllable 
tends to move to a new stressed syllable and a segment from an unstressed syllable 
to a new unstressed syllable (e.g., Boomer & Laver, 1968; Fromkin, 1971, 1973; 
Garrett, 1980, Nooteboom, 1969; Shattuck-Hufnagel. 1933).6 

The interpretation of these findings is complicated by the fact that :be syllable 

‘This finding might in part be due to the fact that errors in streszxd syllables are more iikeiy to be 
detected than errors in unstressed syllables (see Browman. 1978; Games & Bond, 19130). 

‘In an analysis oi German 7i:hin-word errors, MarKay (1971.) found that segments from 5tMbd 
syllables were mar.- !ikely to replace segments from unstressed &~b!es than the reverse. in parbcular 
when the tinstressed preceded the stressed syllable (see alvl Berg, 1990). However. thts Gudiug xx 
not replicated for English errors of the same tjp (Shattuck-Hufnagel. l!K+). 



carrying the main stress is often also the first syllable of the word. In monosyllabic 
words this is necessarily the case, but it also holds for many polysyllabic words. 
For instance, in Shattuck-Hufnagel’s (1987) corpus, 60% of the polysyllabic words 
involving an error were stressed word-initially. Shattuck-Hufnagel (1985b, 1986) 
examined whether segment movement could be better predicted by reference to 
the word position or the stress value of the target syllable. She concluded that for 
movement of onset consonants word position was the more influential factor, but 
that stress also had a significant effect. By contrast, for vowel movement, stress 
was the more influential factor. Vowels of stressed syllables were more vulnerable 
than vowels of unstressed syllables, and both types of vowels preferentially moved 
to syllables with the same stress value as their target syllable (see also Berg, 1990; 
Shattuck-Hufnagel, this volume). 

These findings show that the stress pattern of the utterance is represented at the 
moment when a sound error arises. In current linguistic theory, stress is usually 
taken to be carried by syllables, not by segments (see, for instance, Liberman & 
Prince, 1977). This view is also supported by speech error evidence. When vowels 
move from stressed to unstressed syllables or vice versa, the stress pattern of the 
utterance is usually maintained (see, for instance, Berg, 1990; Fromkin, 1971: 
Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1986; Stemberger. l983a). indicating that stress value is not a 
property of a vowel itself, but of the position it takes. If stress values are linked to 
syllables, it is diffictilt to explain the effects of stress on sound errors without 
assuming that the syllabic structure of the utterance is represented. Hence, 
indirectly, the effects of stress support the assumption that the frames to which 
segments are associated in phonological encoding capture the syllabic structure of 
the words. 

To summarize, though the results of the large number of speech error analyses 
performed by different investigators on different corpora by no means match in all 
details, there are a number of findings that have been replicated in many studies 
and that have led to important conclusions about phonotogical encoding. First, the 
fact that sound errors arise at all shows that word forms are assembled out of 
smaller units, rather than being retrieved from the mental lexicon as single 
entities. Semnd, the phonetic well-formedness of the errors indicates that they 
arise during the creation of a phonological representation, rather than during 
phonetic encoding or articulation. Third, given that the majority of error units can 
best be described as segments or segment sequences, the units out of which 
phonological representations are created are probably segments and maybe 
certain segment clusters. Fourth, the phonemic similarity effect and the occur- 
rence of feature errors show that the subsegmenta structure of words is also 
represented. Fifth, the fact that segments often exchange positions in errors 
indicates that the positions must be specified independently of the segments that 
fill them. Finally, the tf,ndency of complex syllable constituents to function as 
coherent units in errors, the syllable-position constraint, and the effects of stress 
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on movement errors suggest that the syllabic structure of the utterance is 
represented at the moment when sound errors arise. One should, however, keep 
in mind that much of this evidence stems from analyses of errors involving word 
onsets, and that much less is known about the movement patterns and coherence 
of segments outside the word onset. In the next section, it will be shown how 
these generalizations are fleshed out in two models of phonological encoding, 
namely in the models proposed by Shattuck- ufnagel (1979, 1983, 1986, 1987) 
and Dell (1986, 1988; for related models see Berg, 1988; Harley, 1984; MacKay, 
1982, 1987; Stemberger, 1985b). 

e 

2.1. Shattuck-Hufnagel’s scan-copier 

Shattuck-Hufnagel (1979, 1983, 1986) assumes that during phonological encoding 
an ordered set of sublexical units is associated to the ordered positions of 
independently created syllable frames. Because speech errors do not provide 
conciusive evidence about the representation of complex syllable constituents, two 
versions of the model are proposed. In one, word forms are created out of 
segments, segment sequences, and zero segments. Syllables have three slots each, 
corresponding to the syllable constituents onset, nucleus, and coda. Each slot 
accepts a single segment, a segment sequence, or a zero segment as insert. Zero 
segments take the onset or coda positions of syllables that begin or end in vowels. 
In the other version of the model, there are no units corresponding to segment 
sequences, but only units corresponding to single segments and zero segments. 
Complex syllable constituents are represented as sequences of two or three 
segments. The syllable frame includes a separate slot for each segment. 

The model presupposes the generation of the syllable frames for a stretch of 
speech, probably a phrase, and the retrieval of the corresponding ordered set of 
sublexicll units. It describes the association of the segments to the positions of the 
syllable frames. A scan-copier is proposed, which selects the correct insert for 
each slot from the set of retrieved units and copies the units into the slots. This is 
done sequentially, proceeding slot-by-slot and unit-by-unit from the beginning of 
the utterance to its end. As soon as a given unit has been inserted into a slot, it is 
marked by a check-off monitor as “used”. A second monitor inspects the 
developing representation and deletes or edits sequences that are likely to be the 
result of errors, such as sequences in which a particular segment is repeated 

several times. 
Sound errors arise when slots are filled by wrong units, and the monitor fails to 

notice this. In a sound exchange, a unit is inserted into a slot too early, and the 
segment that should have taken that slot is inserted into the slot that was meant to 



be filled by the anticipated segment. Both segments are correctly checked off as 
“used” as soon as they have been associated to a position. Anticipations and 
perseverations are more complex errors they involve not only wrong 
placements of segments, but also failures of ecu-off routine. In an anticipa- 
tion, a unit is erroneously inserted into a preceding its target slot, is not 
checked off, and is inserted again into the ate slot. Similarly, a perse 
tion occurs when a unit is inserted into its target slot, is not 
later inserted again into another slot. The model correctly 
sound errors are segmental errors, as segments and possibly certain segment 
sequences are the sublexical units out of which word forms are composed. The 
model cannot explain the occurrence of feature errors. 

In order to explain the syllable-position constraint on sound errors, it is 
assumed that the itions of the syllable frames are labelled as onset, nucleus, 
and coda position d that the sublexical units are labelled correspondingly as 
onset, nucleus, and coda units. segment that may appear in two syllable 
positions (such as English stop sonants) is represented twice with different 
labels. In filling a given syllable sition, the scan-copier only considers units that 
are marked as appropriate for that type of position. Thus, in correct utterances 
and in errors, each segme t can only be linked to one type of position. In order to 
explain why a seglment preferentially moves to a syllable with the same stress 
value as its target syllable, Shattuck-H&age1 (1983) suggests that slots and inserts 

t not only be marked as to their positions in the syllable, but also as 
belonging to stressed or unstressed syllables. It should be noted that the labelling 
of segments and positions is only necessary to account for the constraints on 
movements of segments in errors, but not to explain the ordering of segments in 

ces. As segments and positions are already ordered before they are 
otirer, and as the association is a left-to-right one-to-one mapping 

process, no addi ional information is necessary to link the sublexical units to 
correct positions. 

rtant observations that Shattuck- ufnagel’s (1979, 1983) original model 
cannot explain are the heightened error risk of word onsets and their tendency to 
interact with each other rather than with segments outside word onsets. However, 
a recent extensio of the model includes an account of these findings (Shattuck- 
IIufnagel, 1987). In order to create a well-formed utterance, the speaker must 
integrate information about word forms and syntactic information, as they jointly 
determine the stress pattern and rhythm of the utterance. In Shattuck-Wufnagel’s 

e insertion of sublexical units into positions of frames is part of 
ich lexical and syntactic information are combined. First, a 

frame is created with two positions for each word, one for the word onset and one 
for the “rest of the word”. As the metrical structure of an utterance only depends 
on “rests of words”, but not on word onsets, “rests of words’” are associated to 
their positions before onsets. The most common type of error arising during this 
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process is that an onset unit is linked to the onset position of a wrong word. In the 
next processing step, a frame is created with segment-sized positions, and the 
segments of the words become available and are associated to these positions. 
During this process, all segments of a word are about equally likely to be involved 
in errors. 

The separation of the word onset from the rest of the word provides for an 
explanation of the word-onset effects in errors, but it is not particularly plausible 
linguistically. For the determination of the metrical structure of an utterance, not 
only word onsets, but all syllable onsets are irrelevant (see, for instance, Selkirk, 
1984). If metrically relevant information is to be processed first, syllable rhymes 
should precede onsets. Yet, in Shattuck-Hufnagel’s model the complete “rest of 
the word”, including rhymes and word-internal syllable onsets, is associated to its 
position before the word onset. 

2.2. Dell’s spreading activation mod4 

In Dell’s (1986) model, as in Shattuck-Hufnagel’s, word forms are generated by 
inserting sublexical units into the slots of independently created frames. Bnt 
whereas Shattuck-Hufnaget’s model presupposes the availability of the sublexical 
units to the scan-copier, Dell’s model describes their retrieval within a spreading 
activation framework. 

The linguistic units participating in phonological encoding are morphemes, 
syllables, rhymes, segment clusters, segments, and features. The nodes represent- 
ing these units are connected to form a hierarchical structure, in which each unit 
is linked to its constituents. As in Shattuck-Hufnagel’s model, segments and 
clusters are marked as onset, nucleus, or coda units. Again, there are zero- 
segments, which take the onset or coda position in syllables beginning or ending 
in a vowel. 

, 

The nodes are processing units, which can be activated to a greater or lesser 
extent. The links between the units are bidirectional. When a particular unit is 
activated, it spreads some of its activation to all units to which it is connected, and 
these units in turn feed part of their activation back to the unit that activated 
them in the first place. Activation decays over time so that unbounded spreading 
of activation from one node to all other nodes of the network is avoided. 

When the form of a monosyllabic morpheme is created, activation spreads 
from the morpheme node to its syllable node, and from there to the correspond- 
ing segment and cluster nodes, which become gradually more and more highly 
activated. At the same time, a syllable frame with ordered onset, nucleus, and 
coda slots is created. After a certain time interval, these slots are filled by 
whatever onset, nucleus, and coda units are the most highly activated. Provided 
that no error occurs, these are the units that are being activated by the morpheme 
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whose form is to b d. The three slots of the frame are filled in parallel. 

Upon their insertion i the frame, the selected units are tagged as being part of 

the phonological re ntation, and their activation level is reduced to zero SO 

that they will not be ediately selected again. owever, as the tagged units are 

still receiving some ation from activated perordinate and subordinate 
nodes, their activatio ickly rebounds from zero and then gradually decays. 

The syllables of labic morphemes are encoded in succession. For each 
syllable, the syllable is created and filled by suitable segments. From the 
activated morphem tivation spreads in parallel to all of its syllable nodes 
and to the corresponding segments and clusters. In addition, the first syllable 
node initially receives an extra boost of activation. Because of this additional 
activation, its segments and clusters become more strongly activated than all other 
segments and clusters and are therefore selected when the syllable frame is to be 
filled for the first time. Then the activation levels of the first syllable and its 
segments and clusters are set to zero, and the second syllable starts to receive 
extra activation. When the syllable frame is to be filled for the second time, the 
segments of the second syllable emerge as the most highly activated units and fill 
the slots, and so on, until all syllables of the morpheme have been encoded. 

Dell (1988) has ret tlined a modification of his model, which instead of 
one syllable frame with t slots onset, nucleus, and coda, assumes several frames 

monosyllabic words are considered). These frames are 
are of variable length. A word node activates not 

only a set of segme s in the earlier version of the model, but also a 
wordshape. From the e, activation flows to so-called phoneme category 
nodes. The CVC-word for example, connects to the phoneme category 

ants, vowels, and post-vocalic consonants. The 
eir turn activate all segments of their respective 

categories. Thus, the seg a word receive activation via two routes, directly 
wordshape and phoneme category nodes. As soon 
n threshold, it is selected as part of the phono- 

logical representation. e assumption of several types of frames is lin- 
guistically more plausible than the assumption of only one type because differ- 
ences in the syllabic structure of various words can be represented and because it 
is not necessary any more to postulate zero-segments as fillers for onset and coda 
positIons of syllables t egin or end in a vowel. In the new version of the 
model. such syllables si y do not have onset or coda positions. 

Sound misorderings d&e when segments or clusters are the most highly 
activated units of thei gories at the wrong moment and are therefore 
associated to incorrect s. For example, an anticipation like (26) occurs if 
the onset of the second more highly activated than that of the first word at 
the moment when the sy e frame is to be filled for the first time. Similarly, a 
perseveration like (27) the onset of the verb is still more highly activated 
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than that of the noun when the noun is to be phonologically encoded. Such 
irregularities in the activation of segments can arise because each unit in the 
mental lexicon connects to many others from which it receives variable amounts 
of activation. Usually, the input from the morpheme level is strong enough to 
override these random influences so that correct segments are selected in the right 
order, but sometimes wrong segments win out, and errors arise. 

(26) hinch hit (pinch hit) 
(27) gave the goy (gave the boy) 

Many properties of sound errors are explained in similar wais in Dell’s as in 
Shattuck-Hufnagel’s model. Errors are usually phonetically well formed because 
they arise during the creation of a phonological representation and thus before the 
phonetic form of the utterance is specified. The main error units are segments and 
certain segment sequences because these are the units that are selected and 
combined to form phonological representations. Feature errors cannot be ex- 
plained, but there is an account for the phonemic similarity effect on segmental 
errors: phonologically similar segments have links to identical feature nodes, 
through which they activate each other so that their activation levels become 
similar and they become more likely to be confused with each other than 
dissimilar segments that do not activate each other via shared subordinate nodes. 
The syllable-position constraint on movements of segments is explained, as in 
Shattuck-Hufnagel’s model, by the assumption that a segment is labelled accord- 
ing to the position it niiay take. No account is offered for the effects of word onset 
on sound errors. 

error ai5alyses 

Typically, speech errors are not analysed because they are particularly interesting 
or important as such, but because they are assumed to reveal how correct speech 
is created. Section 1 discussed a number of properties of sound errors and the 
inferences about normal phonological encoding they invite. In section 2, it was 
shown how these inferences are fleshed out in two models of phonological 
encoding. Despite numerous investigations of sound errors and the existence of 
speech-error-based models of phonological encoding, it will be argued here that 
the creation of utterance forms is not well understood. Moreover, it seems 
unlikely that it will be understood unless new research methods are employed. 

Understanding phonological encoding would imply, among other things, 
knowledge of the structure and content of the representations of utterance form 
that speakers create. Using the results of sound error analyses, certain aspects of 
these representations can be broadly characterized, but many important questions 
remain unanswered. For example, given that complex syllable constituents func- 
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tion as units in most, but not all errors, it cannot be decided whether they are 

represented as single ent ent sequences, or perhaps in both ways. 
We also know little about the representation of phonological features. The 
phonemic similarity effect on segment errors indicates that words are repre- 
sented in terms of their features as we!1 as in terms of their segments. But the 
radically different rates of segment and feature errors s st that segments and 
features are represented in differe t ways. To give a fin rnple, little is known 
about the frames to which the segments are associated; the available evidence 
does not reveal whether there are only syllable frames, or only word frames, or 
perhaps both types of frames. 

Why has it not been possible to specify word forms in more detail? In section 1, 
two important methodological problems of speech error analyses were mentioned. 
One problem is that the diagnosis of sound errors pends on listener judgments. 
This is a problem because some errors probably have higher detection rates than 
others (e.g., Cutler, 19 1; Ferber, 1991). For instance, it is likely that errors in 
word onsets and in stre ed syllables are noticed more easily than errors in other 
word positions. A second problem is the notorious ambiguity of errors (see also 
Cutler, 1988). For example, many displacements of segments can either be 
characterized as movements from a given syllable position to a corresponding 
position in another syllable, or as movements from a given word position to a new 
word position of the same type. Listener strategies and the ambiguity of errors 
conspire to conceal the true distribution of different error types in speech 
production. 

A third problem is that certain classes of errors that one would need to analyse 
in order to obtain a more complete picture of phonological encoding are hardly 

observed. Speakers must create representations of the intonation contour 
stress pattern of their utterances, and they must construct phonetic repre- 

sentations. But errors of stress, intonation, or phonetic encoding are seldom 
observed (e.g., Cutler, 1980; Fromkin, 1977). One possibility is that speakers 
rarely commit these types of errors; an alternative is that such errors do, in fact, 
regularly occur, but that listeners usually do not notice them. As mentioned, 
there is experimental evidence suggesting that listeners might often fail to notice 
violations of phonetic rules (Cutler, 1981; Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978; 
Warren, 1970). Cutler (1980) has pointed out that if a speaker places stress on the 
wong word, the focus of the sentence will be affected; but unless this has 
dramatic pragmatic consequences, the listener will not notice an error, but will 
understand the utterance to mean something slightly different from what was 
intended by the speaker. For similar reasons, errors of intonation might appear to 
be rare. If a wrong intonation contour is applied to a sentence, the listener might 
misunderstand the speaker (e.g., as being ironic instead of sincere) rather than 
noticing a speech error. 

There are ways of minimizing these problems. By using taped corpora instead 
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of tranwipts, listener strategies can be minimized, and reasonable samples of 

unambiguous errors can be obtained by collecting large error corpora. An 
efficient way of acquiring speech error corpora is to induce errors in experimental 
settings, for instance by using the SLIPS procedure introduced by Baars et al. 
(1975): or by asking subjects to produce tongue-twisters, such as “She sells sea 
shells on the sea shore” (see, for instance, Butterworth & Whittaker, 1980; 
Kupin, 1982; Levitt & Healy, 1985; Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1987, this volume). 
Problems of siich techniques are that some of the normal planning processes 
might be omitted or altered and that the articulation might be more difficult than 
in spontaneous speech. Therefore, the results of error induction experiments must 
always be valid d by comparison to the results of analyses of errors, in 
spontaneous spee 

On the basis of tirther analyses of large reliably registered error corpora it 
should be possible to obtain estimates of the relative frequencies of different 
classes of errors and to answer some of the open questions concerning the nature 
of the representations of utterance forms. For instance, it can probably be 
determined how likely the segments of a complex syllable constituent are to stay 
together in errors or to be separated from each other and how often segments 
outside word onsets move from their target positions to corresponding versus 
different positions in new syllables. Such distributional data are necessary to 
decide whether the frames to which the segments are associated encode the 
syllabic structure of the utterance. Whether substantial corpora of errors involving 
stress and intonation and of phonetic errors can be collected, and what can be 
learned from such corpora, remains to be seen. 

In order to understand phonological encoding’we must not only find out which 
form representations are constructed, but also hnw they are constructed. It must 
be determined which functionally different planning processes are to be dis- 
tinguished and how these processes are coordinated with each other in time. 
Sound errors allow for a rough estimate of the relative order of certain planning 
processes. For instance, the effects of syllable position and stress on displace- 
ments of segments show that the syllabic structure of an utterance is generated 
before, or at about the same time as the segments are retrieved and ordered. 
Similarly, the phonetic well-formedness of most errors indicates that the phonetic 

‘In SLIPS experiments, subjects are presented with series of word pairs. On most trials, no overt 
reaction is required, but occasionally a word pair is accompanied by an auditory signal prompting the 
subject to say the word pair aloud. Such target word pairs are preceded by a series of biasing pairs 
designed to induce particular errors. For instance, if the target pair “deal back” is preceded by “big 

dumb”, “bust dog”, and “bet dart”, subjects are likely to make the onset exchange error “beal dack” 

(example from Dell, 1988). This paradigm has been widely used to test output biases, such as the 
tendency of sound errors to result in existing words or syntactically well-formed sequences of the 
language (Baars & Motley, 1976; Baars et al., 1975; Motley & Baars, 1976; Motley et al., 1981, 1983) 

but also to investigate the repeated phoneme effect (Dell, 1984) and properties of onset cluster errors 
(Stemberger & Treiman, 1986). 



form of an utterance is specified after its segments have been ~~signe 
in rd or syllable frames. 

owever, to build a satisfactory model, far more detailed i 
the time course of various processes is require 
analyses might firmly establish the existence of both 
they will not reveal whether the two types of frames are created at the same time 

or, as Shattuck- . Similarly, even 

if we know exact se? we still cannot 

decide whether the segmental an rds are created in 
parallel or in succession. To errors show that 
segments are associated to posi y reveal nothirg 
about the time course of this p age1 (1983) assumes that !.he 
association is a strictly seria! process, proceediarg position by position from the 
beginning to the end of the utterance. By contrast, in Dell-s model (1986), the 
segments within a given syllable can be associated to their positions in any order, 
but the positions of successive syllables must be filled in sequence. These 
assumptions have important mplications for other feat.:res of the models. In 
Shattuck-Hufnagel’s model, t order of a word’s segments must be stored in the 
mental lexicon; whereas in Dell’s view, the order of the segments within a syllable 
is not stored, but established when the segments are associated to the ordered 
slots of syllable frames. Speech errors do not tell us anything about the time 
course of the association of segments to positions, nor do they reveal whether the 
order tif segments within syllables is stored in the mental lexicon or generated 
during phonological encoding. 

A model of phonological encoding should not only describe the temporal 
coordination of various planning processes, but should also specify their func- 

tunately, speech errors do not provide any functional information. 
s reveal that word forms must be created out of smaller units, but not 

why this is necessary. Given that there is only one correct phonological repre- 
sentation for each word, one might expect word forms to be stored and retrieved 
as units without internal structure. The function of the mapping of segments to 
positions in frames is also unknown. Both ell (1986) and Shattuck-Hufnagel 
(1979, 1983) assume that it serves to establish the appropriate surface order of 
segments. However, in Shattuck-Hufnagel’s model the segments are already 
ordered before the association, so it is unclear why they should be ordered again. 
Other functions have been ascribed to the mapping process, for instance, that it 
might be part of the transfer of information from a lexicai to a phrasal processor 
(Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1987) or that it might be necessary to create surface 
phonological forms out of stored lexical representations (Levelt, 1989). Sound 
errors do not convey which of these hypotheses, if any, is correct. 

To explain certain properties of errors, other processes have been postulated 
whose functions are also quite obscure. For instance, connectionise models assume 
that activation spreads not only from higher to lower-level units (i.e., from words 
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to syllables, segments, and features), but also back from lower- to higher-level 
units (e.g., Dell, 1985). This explains a number of characteristics of sound errors, 
such as the phonemic similarity effect on segmental errors, but it is not clear what 

nction of the upward spread of activation could be. One can speculate about 
r instance, there might only be one lexicon for language production and 
ehension, and upward connections might be crucial for the comprehension 

ut speech errors do not provide any evidence in support of this, or any 
other, functionai hypothesis. 

To sum up, analyses of sound errors are usually carried out on the assumption 
that errors provide evidence about the representations of utterance forms and the 
way they are generated. However, so far only a very broad characterization of 
certain parts of the form representations has been achieved. Maybe some prop- 
erties of the representations can be further specified on the basis of additional 
evidence. However, in the light of what has been achieved so far, it seems unlikely 
that sufficient evidence will ever be obtained from speech errors to characterize all 
levels of representation, including, for instance, the representations of intonation 
and stress. Furthermore, errors provide little evidence about the planning pro- 
cesses involved in phonological encoding, revealing little about the temporal 
coordination of different processes and nothing about their functions. Thus, it 
appears that the evidence that can be gained from speech errors is far more 
limited than has often been assumed. 

lications for future researc 

In order to understand phonological encoding a new research strategy seems to be 
required. The main strategy pursued so far has been to start from existing speech 
error corpora and to construct theories that are tailored to account for the 
characteristics of errors, but that are also supposed to explain phonological 
encoding in error-free speech. As we have seen, a number of important properties 
of sound errors have indeed been accounted for; but we still do not understand 
the normal process of phonological encoding very well, mainly because sound 
errors fail to provide the necessary evidence. It might be more fruitful to use as a 
starting point a working model of correct phonological encoding, to derive new 
hypotheses from that model, and to find ways to test them empirically. The 
evolving theory should be tailored to explain normal phonological encoding. but it 
should, ideally, also explain the properties of errors. Thus, instead of a highly 
data-driven approach that relies on one type of evidence and primarily aims at the 
explanation of a fairly infrequent type of behaviour, namely errors, a more 
theory-driven approach is advocated that can draw on many different types of data 
and aims directly at the explanation of the true object of arguing, the generation 

of correct speech. 
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ow could a working model of nological encoding be derived? There is 
little psycholinguistic evidence on whi such a model could be based, but there is 
a lsrge body of &want linguistic research. Detailed theories of lexical representa- 
tions have been proposed (e.g., Clemen 1985; Clements & Key=, 198% 
Goldsmith, 1976; Halle & Mohanan, 1985; Carthy, 1979; Prince, 1983; Selkirk, 
1984; van der Hulst, 1984, 1989; van der Hulst & Smith, 1986). In addition, there 
are theories on the derivation of the s s pattern and rhythm of utterances (e-g., 
Gussenhoven, 1984; Kaisse, 1985; Ne & Vogel, 1986; Pullurn tk Zwicky, 1986; 
Selkirk, 1984) and descriptions of the intonation contours of various languages 
and their conditions of application (e.g., Bolinger, 1985; Cruttenden, 1986; Hart 
& Collier, 1975; Liberman & Pierrehumbert, 1984). Finally, there is ample 
phonetic evidence on the acoustic realization of intonation contours and stress 
patterns (e.g., Collier & Gelfer, 1983; Cooper & Paccia-Cooper, 1980; Cooper & 
Sorensen, 1981; Fujimura, 1381; ‘t Hart et al., 1990; Nakatani et al., 1981; Ohala, 
1978). Obviously, phonological and phonetic theories are not processing theories, 
but they can contribute to such theories by offering hypotheses about the 
representations speakers might create. 

Given that linguistic theories do not entail hypotheses about the generation of 
representations, the processing assumptions of a working model of phonological 
encoding must be independently motivated. Levelt (1989) has recently llroposed a 
model that is much wider in scope than the speech-error-based models discussed 
in this paper. It not only specifies the retrieval of stored phonological forms, but 
also the creation of phonological words and phrases, the generation of stress 
patterns and intonation contours, and the selection of articulatory commands. 
The model’s structural assumptions are largely linguistically motivated, whereas 
its processing assumptions are based primarily on psychological considerations. A 

tral assumption of the theory is, for instance, that speakers generally attempt 
to minimize their memory load. Therefore, representations are created in a 
piecemeal fashion, and partial representations are handed over to the following 
processor as soon as possible. According to the theory, speakers do not construct 
and store the phonolcgical representation of an entire complex sentence before 
starting to determine its phonetic form and to select appropriate motor com- 
mands. Instead, phonetic encoding and articulation begin as soon as possible, 
maybe as soon as the first phonological word of the utterance has been created. A 
second consequence of the strategy of minimizing memory load is that, in creating 
representations, speakers rely as much as possible on local information rather 
than looking far ahead. For instance, when assigning stress to a particular word, 
speakers probably consider the stress pattern of preceding words, the lexical stress 
pattern of the word under consideration and maybe of the following word, but 
most of the time they do not look further ahead than that. 

How could such a working model of phonological encoding be tested? Given 
the complexity of the process under consideration, it is unlikely that one method 
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can be found that can be employed to address all these questions. Most likely, a 
variety of methods must be used to investigate different aspects of phonological 
encoding. A number of suitable techniques are described below. 

First, much can be learned about phonological encoding from analyses of 
spontaneous speech. As mentioned, there is an extensive linguistic literature on 
the phonological and phonetic properties -of utterances. However, linguistic 
research has primarily investigated which types of utterances are permissible, 
universally or in particular languages. The empirical evidence often stems from a 
small group of trained speakers, who carefully read out a set of words or 
sentences. By contrast, surprisingly little is known about the characteristics of 
spontaneous speech. For instance, certain types of Dutch sentences can be 
pronounced with a particular intonation contour, the so-called “hat” pattern, 
which is characterized by the maintenance of a high pitch level between two pitch 
accents (‘t Hart & Collier, 19’75). Speakers cayl apply this intonation contour, but 
they need not do so in order to produce well-formed utterances. Similarly, English 
speakers can adjust the stress patterns of words to avoid clashes of stressed 
syllables (saying, for instance, sikteen (libstruct pciintings instead of s&ken abstrcict 
pciintings), but it has been shown that they rarely do so (Cooper & Eady, 1986; 
see also Kelly & Bock, 1988). 

Analyses of spontaneous speech reveal which of the options existing in a given 
language speakers typically take and allow for certain inferences about the 
underlying representations of utterance forms. For instance, it can be determined 
whether speakers regularly produce utterances whose intonation contours are best 
described as “hat” patterns, or utterances in which the lexical stress patterns of 
words are altered to avoid stress clashes. In addition, certain inferences can be 
drawn about the speaker’s planning processes. In particular, it can be established 
whether certain postulated processes, like the creation of “hat” patterns or stress 
adjustment, take place at all and which information speakers take into considera- 
tion when performing them. For example, one might find that speakers create 
“hat” patterns, but only if the syllables carrying pitch accent are not separated 
from each other by more than a certain number of syllables or words. This would 
suggest that the processor takes some of the following context of a word into 
account when determining its pitch level but that its preview is limited to a 
certain stretch of speech. 

An alternative to the study of spontaneous speech is to analyse utterances 
elicited in experiments in which subjects describe pictures, answer questions, 

paraphrase sentences, or recall sentences or texts from memory. An obvious 
advantage of the experimental approach, compared to analyses of spontaneous 

speech, is that the structure of the speakers’ utterances can be systematically 
varied, as well as the linguistic and non-linguistic factors that are expected to 

affect utterance forms. A disadvantage is that some of the planning processes 
taking place in spontaneous speech might be altered or not take place at all- 



Therefore, it is important to validate the results of utterance elicitation studies by 
comparing them to the results of analyses of spontaneous speech. 

Another way to study phonological encoding is to test how long it takes 
speakers to generate certain types of utterances. Utterance initiation times 
provide evidence about the time course of the generation of utterances, since they 
reveal which planning activities are completed before utterance onset and which 
are executed afterwards. In one group of experiments, the difficulty of semantic 
and phonological encoding of different parts of utterances was varied, and it was 
tested which of these manipulations would affect utterance initiation times 
(Kempen & Huijbers, 1983; Levelt & aassen, 1981; Lindsley, 1975, 1976). The 
results of these studies have led to the conclusion that speakers plan utterances 
further ahead on the semantic than on the phonological level; however, they do 
not tell us exactly how far ahead they plan on either level. In further research, it 
could be tested more systematically whether the difficulty of semantic and 
phonological encoding of words appearing in various sentence positions affects 
sentence initiation times. On the basis of such results it could be determined 
which sentence fragments are se antically and phonologically encoded before 
sentence onset. 

Additional evidence concerning the issue of advance planning in sentence 
production comes from experiments by Ferreira (1991), who studied sentence 
initiation timec: and pauses when subjects reproduced sentences of varying length 
and syntactic complexity from memory (see also Balota et al., 1989; Sternberg et 

the initiation times for sentences like The big and hairy 
t’s next to the museum depended on the number of 

phonological words in the subject of the sentence and, given a constant number of 
phonological words, on the syntactic complexity of the subject noun phrase. By 
contrast, the complexity of the object did not affect the initiation times but 
instead the probability and duration of pre-verbal pauses. Ferreira assumed that 

tion times and pause durations depended on the difficulty of 
semantic-syntactic structures of the sentences into phonological 

representations. On this assumption, her results suggest that the size and nature 
of the sentence fragment that speakers phonologically encode before utterance 
onset do not correspond to a certain number of syllables or words, but are defined 

y the structure of the sentence. The available results do not reveal which aspect 
of sentence structure is relevant; that is, whether the encoded fragment is a 

‘Some evidence about when speakers plan different parts of a sentence can be gained from 
analyses of hesitations and pauses in spontaneous speech (e.g., Butterworth, 1980; Cooper & 
Paccia-Cooper. 1980; Ford & Holmes, 1978; Garrett, 1980; Gee & Grosjean, 1983; Goldman-Eisler, 
1968; Kowall et al., 1985; van Wijk, 9987). However, as the distribution and durations of pauses and 
hesitations are determined by a number of factors, such as the speaker’s communicative intentions, 
syntactic and semantic influences, and the difficulty of various planning processes, it is difficult to 
obtain evidence suitable to answer questions concerning phonological encoding. 
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syntactic unit (i.e., subject) or a prosodic unit (i.e., a phonological or 
intonational phrase). rther experiments using the same paradigm should ad- 
dress this issue. 

Utterance initiation times have also been analysed to investigate the time 
course of phonological encoding of individual words. Meyer (1991) ran a series of 
experiments, in which subjects first learned sets of word pairs, such as dog-cat, 
@zce-king, thief-cop. On each test trial, the first member of one of the pairs 
(e.g., dog) was presented, and the subject named the second member of the pair 
(e.g., cat) as quickly as possible. The stimulus materials consisted of two types of 
sets. In so-called heterogeneous sets the response words were unrelated in form, 
whereas in homogeneous sets they had one or more segments in common. The 
shared segments either corresponded to the syllable onset (as in the above 
example) or to the rhyme (as in boy-man, car-van, skin-tan). 

Naming times were shorter in the homogeneous than in the heterogeneous sets 
when the response words shared the onset, but not when they shared the rhyme. 
In the shared-onset condition, the subjects presumably created and retained a 
phonological representation of the redundant part of the response words, and on 
each trial only appended the non-redundant part of the word to it. This took less 
time than creating the complete phonological representations of the response 
words. In the shared-rhyme condition, such a strategy could apparently not be 
applied. However, in experiments using disyllabic response words, stronger 
facilitatory effects were obtained in homogeneous sets in which the response 
words shared the entire first syllable than in sets in which they only shared the 
word onset. In preparing for the response words, the subjects apparently could 
not deviate from the order in which words are normally encoded, which is in a 
left-to-right manner. In other words, the results suggest that the onset of a 
syllable must be phonologically encoded before its rhyme. In other experiments 
using the same paradigm it was shown that successive syllables of a word are 
likewise encoded sequentially, according to their order in the word (Meyer, 
1990). 

In order to obtain convergent evidence for the claim that word forms are 
created in a left-to-right fashion, Meyer and Schriefers (in press) tested this 
hypothesis again, using a picture-word interference paradigm. The subjects saw 
pictures of common objects, which they named as quickly as possible. Again, 
utterance initiation times were the main dependent variable. Together with the 
pictures, interfering words (IWs) were presented, which were either phonological- 
ly related or unrelated to the picture names. For each picture there were two 
related IWs. The two related IWs for pictures with monosyllabic names had the 
same onset and nucleus, or the same nucleus and coda as the picture names. The 
two related IWs for pictures with disyllabic names shared the first or second 
syllable with the picture names. In addition, the relative timing of picture and IW 
presentation was varied. The IWs were either presented SO that the segments they 
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shared with the picture names began exactly at picture onset, or so that the shared 
segments began slightly before or after the picture onset. 

The effect of the phonological relatedness of IWs and picture names depended 
on the timing of the IW presentation and on the word positions of the shared 
segments. When the IWs were presented so that the critical segments began 
before picture onset, utterance initiation times were shorter in the related than in 
the unrelated condition, provided that the shared segments appeared word- 
initially (i.e., corresponded to the onset and nucleus of monosyllabic words and to 
the first syllable of disyllabic words). By contrast, when the IWs were presented 
later, facilitatory effects were obtained in the related condition regardless of the 
word position of the shared segments. Presumably, when an IW was presented, its 
phonological representation in the mental lexicon was activated for a certain time 
period. When some of the segments of the IW were also included in the target, 
the selection of these target segments was facilitated, provided that this process 
took place soon enough after the presentation of the IW. A likely reason why the 
effect of shared word-initial segments appeared oefore the effect of shared 
word-final segments is that the encoding of the ends of words began later than the 
encoding of their beginnings. Thus, these results support the conclusion from 
Meyer’s (1990, 1991) experiments that onset and rhyme of a syllable, as well as 
successive syllables of a word, are phonologically encoded in succession. 

Because the effects of many different types of phonological relationships can 
be tested, the paradigms used bj Meyer and by Meyer and Schriefers may be 
useful tools for further research on phonological encoding. The available results 
suggest that the onset of a syllable is encoded before its rhyme. In further 
experiments it should be tested whether there are smaller units within these 
syllable constituents that are encoded in succession, and in which order different 
parts of morphologically complex words are encoded. In addition, evidence could 
be gained about the types of representations speakers create. It could, for 
instance, be tested whether the naming responses in a picture-word interference 
experiment are facilitated by IWs that do not share any segments with the target 
names, but include the same number and types of syllables. This would indicate 
that subjects create representations of the syllabic structure of the words they are 
about to say. In a similar way it could be tested whether the representations 
capture which phonological features words are composed of. 

Finally, phonological encoding can be investigated by means of so-called 
production priming experiments (see Dell & O’Seaghdha, this volume, for a 
review)= In such experiments, subjects prepare for a certain word, phrase, or 
sentence. Depending on a cue presented after the preparation interval, they either 
have to produce the prepared utterance, or to change plans and do something 
else, like reading a new word or classifying a new stimulus as a word or non-word. 
It is tested how quickly subjects can switch from the planned to the new reaction. 

As the relationship between the two responses can be freely varied, this paradigm 
can be used for many different purposes. 
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Dell & O’Seaghdha (this volume) carried u o ‘t ~33dUCtiO~ priming experiments 
to investigate the span of advance planning in sentence production. Their subjects 

prepared to say sentences, such as 77ze boxer removed the coat. After a prepara- 
tion interval, they either saw an asterisk and recited the sentence, or they saw a 
new stimulus (e.g., coal), which they named or, in a different experiment, 
classified as word or non-word (see also Levelt et al., 1991, for a similar 
methodology). Dell and O’Seaghdha found systematic reaction time differences 
between new words that were phonologically related to one of the words in the 
prepared sentence and new words that were unrelated to the words in the 
sentences. The direction of the difference (facilitation vs. inhibition in the related 
compared to the unrelated condition) depended on whether the new word was 
related to a word appearing at the beginning or at the end of the sentence. As 
Dell and O’Seaghdha argue, this suggests that at utterance onset, beginning, and 
end of a sentence are in different states of preparation. Most likely, the 
phonological representation of the beginning of the sentence has been completed, 
whereas the representation of the end is only beginning to be activated. 

Like the method used by Ferreira (1991), the response-priming paradigm can 
be used to test which parts of utterances are phonologically encoded before speech 
onset. In order to explore when non-initial parts of SC ntences are phonologically 
encoded, new words can be presented at different moments during the articulation 
of a sentence rather than before utterance onset. In addition, by varying the type 
of relationship between the new word and the critical word in a prepared 
utterance, it can be determined which properties of word forms (e.g., their 
segmental or subsegmental structure, their stress pattern, or syllable structure) 
have been retrieved. For instance, Meyer and Gordon (1985) asked subjects to 
prepare for syllable pairs, such as up-ub, which shared the vowel and differed in 
their codas. The new response required on some test trials was to say the syllables 
in reversed order. Meyer and Gordon found that it took subjects longer to initiate 
the new response when the final consonants of the syllables shared the feature 
voicing or place of articulation than when this was not the case. As they argue, 
this suggests that the representations of the syllables include specifications of their 
phonological features and that segments with shared features inhibit each other 
(see also Yaniv et al., 1990). 

To summarize, the most common approach in the study of phonological 
encoding has been to start from sound errors and to construct a theory that 
primarily explains the properties of errors, but is also supposed to explain 

phonclDgica1 encoding in error-free speech. This strategy has led to important 
insights about phonological encoding, for instance to the conclusion that word 
forms cannot be retrieved as units from the mental lexicon, but must be 
constructed out of certain sublexical units, that phonologiztl segments are im- 
portant planning units, and that frames are built to whose positions the segments 
are associated. Yet, it appears that no more can be expected from analyses of 
sound errors than a global characterization of the representations of utterance 
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forms speakers create. oreover, sound errors reveal very little about how these 

representations are constructed. 
For the further investigation of phonological encoding a new research strategy 

seems to be more promising, which is to di ly investigate the normal process of 

phonological encoding rather than taking detour via error evidence. It was 
illustrated in this section how one might proceed. The starting point could be a 
working model of phonological encoding. So far, little psycholinguistic research 
has been specifically directed at phonological encoding, but there is a large body 
of linguistic evident -. suggesting hypotheses about the speaker’s representations of 
utterance forms. I-Iypotheses about how these representations could be con- 
structed can be deduced from general psychological principles. 

A number of different ways of empirically testing such a model were discussed 
above. Important evidence can be obtained by analysing the phonological and 
phonetic properties of utterances produced spontaneously or in laboratory set- 
tings. Such analyses reveal what the products of the speaker’s planning activities 
are and permit certain inferences about the corresponding representations and 
planning processes. Additional evidence can be gained from chronometric studies, 
for instance from analyses of utterance initiation times and from production 
priming studies. 

As the existing methods will certainly not suffice to address all issues arising in 
the study of phonological encoding, new methods must be developed. I would 
expect that in research on phonological encoding, as in other areas of psycho- 
linguistics, methodological and theoretical developments will go hand in hand; 
that is, that once researchers become interested in those aspects of phonological 
encoding about which speech errors fail to provide evidence, they will also find 
ways to empirically investigate them. 
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